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Abstrat

We study anomalous di�usion for one-dimensional systems desribed by a generalized Langevin equation. We show

that superdi�usion an be lassi�ed in slow superdi�usion and fast superdi�usion. For fast superdi�usion we prove that

the Flutuation-Dissipation Theorem does not hold. We show as well that the asymptoti behavior of the response

funtion is a strethed exponential for anomalous di�usion and an exponential only for normal di�usion.

PACS numbers: 05.40.-a, 02.50.Ey, 05.60.-k

Sine its formulation, the Flutuation-Dissipation

Theorem (FDT) has played a entral role[1, 2℄ in non-

equilibrium statistial mehanis (NESM). It reahes

suh an importane that a full formulation of NESM

is given [2℄ based on it. In the last 30 years, funda-

mental onepts and methods have been developed

[1℄-[5℄ and a large number of onnetions have been

established (see ref. [4℄ and referenes therein). A

neessary requirement for the FDT is that the time-

dependent dynamial variables are well de�ned at

equilibrium. The presene of far from equilibrium dy-

namis may lead to situations where the FDT does

not hold, the aging proess in spin-glass systems be-

ing a good example [6℄-[8℄.

Di�usion is one of the simplest proesses by whih a

system reahes equilibrium. For normal di�usion, the

proess is so well known that it may be desribed by

an equilibrium type distribution for the veloity and

position of a partile. However, the strange kinet-

is of anomalous di�usion, intensively investigated in

the last years [9℄-[13℄, shows surprising results. Con-

sequently, studying anomalous di�usion seems to be

the best way to obtain the onditions of validity for

the FDT.

In this letter, we present a straightforward proof

of the inonsisteny of the FDT for a ertain lass

of superdi�usive proesses desribed by a generalized

Langevin equation (GLE). The use of the FDT allows

us to lassify two lasses of superdi�usion. The �rst

lass, whih we shall all slow superdi�usion, does

obey the FDT; the seond lass, whih we shall all

fast superdi�usion, does not obey the FDT. The proof

is simple and we disuss as well how the di�usive

proess leads to an equilibrium.

We shall start writing the GLE for an operator A

in the form [1, 3, 4℄

dA(t)

dt
= �

Z t

0

�(t� t
0
)A(t

0
)dt

0
+ F (t); (1)

where F (t) is a stohasti noise subjet to the ondi-

tions hF (t)i= 0, hF (t)A(0)i= 0 and

CF (t)= < F (t)F (0)> = < A
2
> eq �(t): (2)

Here CF (t) is the orrelation funtion for F (t) and

the brakets < > indiate thermal average. Eq. (2)

is the famous Kubo FDT and it is quite general. In

priniple, the presene of the kernel �(t)allows us to

study a large number of orrelated proesses.

We may naively expet that, by Eq. (1) and Eq.

(2), a system will be driven to an equilibrium , i.e.

lim
t! 1

< A
2
(t)> = < A

2
> eq : (3)

We shall see however that this is not always the ase

for superdi�usive dynamis. Let us de�ne the vari-

able

y(t)=

Z t

0

A(t
0
)dt

0
; (4)

with asymptoti behavior

lim
t! 1

< y
2
(t)> � t

�
: (5)

For normal di�usion �= 1, we have subdi�usion for

� < 1 and superdi�usion for � > 1. Notie that if

A(t) is the momentum of a partile with unit mass,

y(t) is its position. Using Kubo's de�nition of the

di�usion onstant we get [13℄

D = lim
z! 0

< A 2 > eq

~�(z)
; (6)

where

~�(z) is the Laplae transform of �(t). A �nite

value of

~�(0)orresponds to normal di�usion,

~�(0)=

0 to superdi�usion and

~�(0) = 1 to subdi�usion.

Notie that

= ~�(0)=

Z
1

0

�(t)dt (7)

plays the same role as the frition in the usual

Langevin's equation, i.e., GLE without memory.

Now we propose a solution for Eq. (1) as
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A(t)=

Z t

0

R(t� t
0
)F (t

0
)dt

0
; (8)

where we have set A(0)= 0 and [12℄

~R(z)=
1

z+ ~�(z)
: (9)

Squaring Eq. (8) and taking thermal average we ob-

tain

< A
2
(t)> =

Z t

0

Z t

0

CF (t
0
� t

00
)R(t

0
)R(t

00
)dt

0
dt

00
:

(10)

At this point, it is quite usual to perform numerial

alulation [12℄. From Eq. (1), we an get a self-

onsistent equation for R(t)as

dR(t)

dt
= �

Z t

0

�(t� t
0
)R(t

0
)dt

0
: (11)

By using the FDT Eq.(2) and Eq.(11) we an exatly

integrate Eq. (10) and obtain

< A
2
(t)> = < A

2
> eq �(t); (12)

where

�(t)= 1� R
2
(t): (13)

Notie now that Eq. (3) is satis�ed if and only if

lim
t! 1

�(t)= �
�
= 1; (14)

or equivalently

lim
t! 1

R(t)= lim
z! 0

z~R(z)= 0: (15)

Equation (15) is the ergodi ondition [5℄. It is sat-

is�ed for normal di�usion and subdi�usion. Now for

superdi�usive systems

lim
t! 1

R(t)= (1+ b)
�1
; (16)

where

b= lim
z! 0

@~�(z)

@z
: (17)

There are two distint limits for b, whih de�ne two

lasses of superdi�usion. For the �rst lass, b = 1

and the system obeys the FDT. The seond lass has

Figure 1: Normalized mean square veloity as a funtion

of time for the memory given by Eq.(19). Here � = w2=2

and w 2 = 0:5. Eah urve orresponds to a di�erent value

of w 1. a) w 1 = 0; b) w 1 = 0:25; ) w 1 = 0:45. The

horizontal lines orrespond to the �nal average value �s.

In agreement with the theoretial predition, �s dereases

as w 1 grows.

b6= 1 and does violate the FDT. The �rst lass we

shall all slow superdi�usion (SSD) and the seond

lass fast superdi�usion (FSD).

Consider now the asymptoti behavior for

~�(z)

lim
z! 0

~�(z)= az
��1

: (18)

For � < 1 we have subdi�usion, for � = 1 normal

di�usion. For 1 < � < 2 the proess belongs to the

SSD and, �nally, for �� 2we have FSD. There is an

obvious onnetion between � and �. Using Eq. (5)

and the fat that lim z! 0
~�(z) = lim t! 1

~�(1=t) we

get � = � and onsequently the FSD starts at �� 2,

i.e., the ballisti motion and beyond. It is interesting

to note that Lee [5℄ proved the failure of ergodiity

for the ballisti motion and now we showed that the

FDT does not hold for this motion.

Now we test our analysis against simulations. Let

us onsider the funtion

�(t)= �

�
sin(w2t)

t
�
sin(w1t)

t

�

; (19)

where w2 > w1. This funtion was hosen so that

~�(0) = 0 for any w1 6= 0 . Thus, for w1 = 0 we

have normal di�usion and for any w1 6= 0 we have

superdi�usion with �= 2. If we let �= w 2=2 we get

�� as

�
�
= 1�

�
2w1

w1 + w2

� 2

: (20)

Any value of �� di�erent from 1 shows the inonsis-

teny of the FDT in Eq. (2), beause we start sup-

posing the existene of an equilibrium value < A 2 > eq

and, after an in�nite time, we end up with < A 2 > eq

��. No matter the < A 2 > eq that we input in Eq. (2),

we never reah it, exept for the trivial null value.

Now we selet A(t)= v(t), the partile's veloity,

so that < v2(t)> = < v2 > eq �(t). We simulate the

GLE for a set of 10;000 partiles starting at rest at

the origin and using the memory in Eq. (19) with

w2 = 0:5 and di�erent values of w1. The results of

these simulations are shown in Fig. 1, where we plot

< v2(t)> . We used the normalization < v2 > eq= 1,

so that < v2(t)> = �(t). Notie that �(t) does not

reah a stationary value, rather it osillates around

a �nal average value �s. This value of �s should be

ompared with �� obtained from Eq. (20).
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Figure 2: �
�
as a funtion of the parameter w 1. Eah dot

orresponds to a value of �s obtained from simulations

like those desribed in Fig. 1. The line orresponds to

the theoretial predition given by Eq.(20).

In Fig. 2 we plot �� as a funtion of w1 as in

Eq.(20) with w2 = 0:5. We also plot the �nal average

values �s obtained from simulations for di�erent val-

ues of w1. Note that simulations agree with theory

and �s ! 1 when w1 ! 0 .

For � > 2, the FSD annot be desribed by the

methods we disussed here. One the FDT does not

work, the GLE and the FDT together predit results

suh as null dispersion for the dynamial variable,

i.e. < A 2(t ! 1 ) > = 0:Moreover, the exponent

� an be put as �= 2=D F , where D F is the fratal

dimension [14℄. Consequently �> 2 leads to D F < 1,

whih is not a full urve, but a set of points suh

as the Cantor set, and annot represent a lassial

trajetory.

At �rst sight, the results presented here seem

strange. Why does the FDT not work for the FSD?

As we remarked before,  in Eq. (7) plays the same

role as the usual frition in the Langevin Equation

that yields R(t) � exp(� t)with a relaxation time

� = �1 for large times. For both SSD and FSD,

�1 = 1 and the system should not reah an equi-

librium.

Now we address the previous question in another

way: �Why does the FDT work for the SSD? Is it

really � = �(0)�1 the relaxation time?�. In order to

answer this question one needs to know the asymp-

toti behavior of R(t)as t! 1 . From Eq. (11) we

may write

lnR(t)= � �(t)

Z t

0

R(t
0
)dt

0
� t~�(z): (21)

In the limit when t! 1 or, equivalently, z = 1=t!

0, it is possible to eliminate the �rst term at the right

of Eq. (21) by using

I = lim
t! 1

�(t)

Z t

0

R(t
0
)dt

0
= lim

z! 0

z~�(z)

z+ ~�(z)
: (22)

Notie that for

~�(z) = az��1 and � > 0, I ! 0

and we get the asymptoti behavior

lnR(t)= � t

Z t

0

�(t
0
)dt

0
= � t~�(0): (23)

The limit in Eq. (23) is quite lear for normal dif-

fusion, where = ~�(0) is �nite, and for subdi�usion,

where

~�(0) ! 1 . However, for superdi�usion one

must look arefully sine

~�(0)! 0. We use

~�(z) as

in Eq (18) to obtain

lim
t! 1

t~�(0)= t~�(1=t)= at
2��

: (24)

We see that Eqs. (23) and (24) yield R(t! 1 )= 0

only for � < 2, what inludes the subdi�usion, the

normal di�usion and the SSD. For the FSD, � � 2

and we shall use Eq. (16) to obtain the in�nite limit.

Thus, in this limit proess, there is an in�nite relax-

ation time � = �1 for superdi�usion. However, this

relaxation time an be seen only as a result of an

evolution, whih, for the SSD, is never of the same

order of t in the limit t! 1 . Consequently, for long

times, the SSD presents a �nite relaxation time. In

short, the SSD has in ommon with normal di�usion

and subdi�usion the fat that they have a �nite re-

laxation time and obey the FDT.

Now we an look beyond the exponential aspet of

the asymptoti solution Eq. (23) and use Eq. (24) to

obtain

lim
t! 1

R(t)= exp

"

�

�
t

�

� �
#

; (25)

where

�= 2� �: (26)

For � 6= 1, � = a�1=�
and for � = 1, � =  �1 =

~�(0)�1 . The funtion Eq. (25) is a strethed expo-

nential and we shall disuss that in detail below.

We have important results. First, we obtain a

strethed exponential assoiated with anomalous dif-

fusion, i. e. both subdi�usion and SSD. Also, we

obtain the exponent � diretly, not by �tting nor

simulations, with no referene to a spei� system.

Finally, we show that the relaxation time of the or-

relation funtion is

~�(0)�1 only for normal di�usion.

For that ase, the orrelation funtion deays as an

exponential. For subdi�usion and for SSD the re-

laxation time is assoiated with the oe�ient of the

main term of

~�(z) in the limit when z ! 0. Thus

we an de�ne a relaxation time for both normal and

anomalous di�usion in the form

� = lim
z! 0

h

z
1�� ~�(z)

i� 1

�

: (27)

Notie that for �= �= 1, � = ~�(0)�1 as expeted

for normal di�usion.

Let us disuss the very partiular behavior of �=

0, i.e. the �no di�usion at all� behavior. This an be

easily obtained by the onstant memory �(t) = !2
0
,

whih yields for the frition fore in Eq. (1) � m !2
0
y.

This is preisely an harmoni osillator, whih does

not dissipate nor di�use at all. For this system, we

have

~�(z)= !2
0
z�1 , and R(t) an be exatly solved

as a cos(!0t) type behavior. As expeted, R(t) has

3



no relaxation time. However, using

~�(z)on Eq.(27),

we get � = !
�1

0
;whih is the time sale of the osilla-

tion, i.e. the inverse of the frequeny. Consequently,

even in an extreme situation where we do not have a

relaxation time, Eq. (27) yields the right time sale

of the system.

The researh on the striking universality proper-

ties of slow relaxation dynamis in glass [6, 15℄, su-

perooled liquids [15℄, liquid rystal polymer [16℄ and

disordered vortex lattie in superondutors [17℄ has

been driving great e�orts in the last deades. A large

and growing literature an been found where the non-

exponential behavior (strethed exponentials) has

been observed in orrelation funtions [15, 17℄. Those

have in ommon the fat that they are subjet to

an anomalous di�usion. Peyrard [18℄ made a model

for two-dimensional water and, by using Monte Carlo

simulation, obtained the orrelation funtion with an

exponent 0:3 < � < 0:6. When the temperature de-

reases, he suggests that � ! 1. Using his data in

Eq.(26), we get �� 0:75. It would be too naive to ex-

pet that our simple unidimensional, linear approah

would desribe all the range of omplex strutures.

Nevertheless, it may bring an insight to guide us in

suh situations.

In onlusion, we disussed the stationary behav-

ior for the mean square value of a dynamial vari-

able A(t)and notied that the superdi�usive motion

must be lassi�ed in slow superdi�usive (SSD) and

fast superdi�usive (FSD). The FSD motion shows an

inonsisteny between the GLE and the FDT. The

FSD has in�nite relaxation time, and onsequently

never reahes equilibrium. This kind of superdi�u-

sion in whih < A 2(t) > � t� with � � 2 is om-

mon in hydrodynamial proesses. It is not surprising

that these proesses will be far from equilibrium and

violate the FDT. We pointed out here how it hap-

pens and preisely where the FDT breaks down. As

we have already mentioned, spin glasses seem to be

a rih �eld for studying these phenomena. Indeed

experimental [8℄ and theoretial works [6, 7℄ have

been reported in this area, on�rming the violation of

the FDT. As well, the strethed exponential behav-

ior found in nonrystaline material is onneted here

with anomalous di�usion. It would be very helpful

if the exponent � for those di�usive proesses ould

be measured. Another related phenomenon is the

anomalous reation rate, whih we expet to disuss

soon. Although anomalous di�usion remains as a sur-

prising phenomena, we hope that this work will help

in the entennial e�ort to understand di�usion and

the relation between �utuation and dissipation. A

generalization of the FDT to inlude the FSD is ne-

essary, what will require a deeper understanding of

systems far from equilibrium.
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